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Surrnary The computation of interstitial condensation risk, in particular the rare of
condensation, has increased in imponance in assessing the acceptabiliry of building details,
especially those incorporating insulation or vapour-resisting materials. This Note details a model
which incorporates effects currently omitted f¡om the presenr methods; in particular, the effect
of the presence of the saturated water film, the absorption of water by the materials and the latent
heat flow resulting from the condensation or drying out process. It is shown that in some simple
example cases these effects can considerably alter the conclusions that might be drawn
concerning the acceptability or otherwise of a combination of materials and environmental
conditions.
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Latent heat of vaporisation of water
(Jkg-t) :2.5 x 106Jkg-r
Mass of condensed or evaporated
water (kgm-2)
Elapsed time (s)
Thermal conductivity of water saturat-
ed material (tù(/m-t K-r) (assumed to
be 0.58rùØm-r K-r)
Condensed water film thickness (m)
Temperature of condensation face of
water film ('C)
Temperature of cold face of water film
('c)
Internal temperature of building ("C)
External temperanrre of building ('C)
Internal water vapour pressure (Pa)
'$Øater vapour pressure (saturated) at
water film interface S (Pa)
Vater vapour pressure (saturated) at
water film interface F (Pa)
External water vapour pressure (Pa)
Saturated water vapour pressure (Pa)
Thermal resistance between an inter-
face and the building interior
1m2 K'ùø- 1;

Thermal resistance between an inter-
face and the building exterior
1m2 Ktüø-t¡
Water vapour resistance between an
interface and the building interior
(Nskg-r)
'$Øater vapour resistance between an
interface and the building exterior
(Nskg-1)
: Lpol).*'lfater film density (kgm-t) (assumed
to be l000kgm-3)
Physical constant : LIR (kgK)
Constant of integration in Clausius-
Clapeyron equation
Absolute temperature (K)

ø Material porosity fraction
tt Diffusion resistance factor : vapour

permeability ratio ðu,./ô-u,".,o,
A, B, C, E, F, G Grouped constants for any interface

defined in the text at equations lFl5
f, O, ú, t Grouped constants defined in terms of

A, B, C, E, F, G in the text at equa-
tions 18-21

I Introduction

Over a number of years a variety of methods have devel-
oped for estimating the likelihood and extent of intersti-
tial condensation in building details(r'2); however, they
all rely to some degree on certain assumptions and in
some cases can produce inconsistent results, for instance
by violating the conservation of heat flow in the steady
state. The result of this is that sometimes problems may
arise where in theory they should not, and conversely
problems do not arise where in theory they could. Gen-
erally the severity of condensation problems is assessed
by the rate of deposition of water. The fact that a region
may under some circumstances be below the local dew
point may be of little significance; it is the water deposi-
tion rate that is of major concern, and any model should
be capable of assessing this parameter accurarely. The
current version of BS 5250e\ utilises the concept of con-
densation occurring at a single dew-point temperature of
an interface, although there is no the¡modynamic reason
why any condensation should occur when a vapour is in
contact with its liquid at the dew point. That is, we have
no reason to expect a vapour to condense at the dew
point or conversely to expect a liquid to evaporate at
dew-point temperatures, since the dew point is by defini-
tion the temperature at which they are in equilibrium. A
temperature difference across the liquid is required for
condensation to continue, and this difference, although
small, is a determining factor in the ¡ate of condensation.
This Note outlines a simple theoretical model which
includes this point and derives the condensarion rates
and condensation criterion necessary for deposition at
any interface. The model also ensures that the latent heat
component of the heat released in condensation is
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included in the heat flow balance equations and is thus
consistent with the established classical model of conden-
sation in heat exchangers(3'a). To clarify this point this
Note derives the condensation rate at the interface in a

building structure such that all the rate limiting steps are

satisfied.

2 Condensation model

To keep the description as simple as possible and to
emphasise the physical elements, we consider the sim-
plest possible situation with a one-dimensional assembly
of materials. \ù(¡e have a region of vapour flow up to an
interface of materials where condensation is postulated to
be occurring, a region of material saturated with liquid
water, assumed to be thin relative to the thickness of the
structure layers, and a region where the vapour is

assumed to be flowing to the external environment(s),
This is shown in Figure l.

Consider the situation at an instant of time r when the
liquid condensation layer has gtown to a thickness å,

taken as small relative to the building structure thickness.
The precise position of the liquid layer relative to the
interface is dependent on the capillary effects and poro-
sity of the materials on each side of the interface. Subject
to some simple assumptions this can readily be taken into
account. In some materials the film may not be able to
grow beyond a certain thickness before flowing under
gravity; also, a uniform film may not always form but
occur in droplets or patches. In these cases the theory
given here would predict an upper limit to the possible
rates(6'7). Thus there is a flow of vapour up to the
liquid layer facing the higher pressure side. This vapour
condenses and releases its latent heat, which is trans-
ferred ac¡oss the film. On the low-pressure side the
liquid evaporates, taking up latent heat from the film.
Applying the requirements of heat and mass balance at
the respective interfaces the following set of equations
may be derived. For thermal equilibrium at surface S:

. dm, À* ,- 'r 'r
L:-=(r.-Tr) +'i '":0 (1)

oIÒfi

For thermal equilibrium at surface F:

Ldmr _b,r-_ T,) + Tt - To 
- o (2)" dt å ..r ^¡t ' ro

Also the net condensation rate and ûlm thickness rate of
increase are related by:

liquid film is forming. It will be shown below that this
parameter plays a part in determining the long-term rate

of water deposition in condensation zones. Although it is
not accounted for at all in the conventional procedure,
practical experience shows that condensation is more dif-
ficult when porous materials are involved and vice aersa.

apour pressure and absolute
related by integrating the

n for an ideal gas to give(8):

a
log(p.",) : - 0+,

(6)

However, if the temperature range is very small, which is

the case here as we are only considering the temperature
difference across the liquid film' which in general will
only amount to fractions of a degree, we may satisfacto-
rily approximate a linear relation between the saturation
vapour pressure and Celsius temperature as:

[)""t:q,T+þ Q)

where the parameters a and p are chosen to suit the tem-
perature band under consideration. For example between
0"C and 3"C a:488PaK-1 and É:6100Pa and this
has an error of less than 0.6%o over this range. Thus
rearranging, using equation 7 in equation 5 gives:

döET^+FT,: -V+G (8)
--s - -t d¡

Solving equation 4 and equation 8 for I. and Tr gives the
following expressions. We note that these temperatures
change slowly with time as the liquid layer grows in
thickness.

Where the grouped values defined for any interface l, B,
C, G, E, F are calculated from:

IA:--- (ll)
ri Lpo

B:-+ ez)
roLpo

TT,C:*++ (13)
roLpo riLpo

d,E: =L (14)
R¡ 90

d.F: =: (15)
Ro Po

Pt- 0 . P'- ßo:-ffi*-Å# (16)

If we substitute the expressions 9-10 for T" and Tr into
equation 4 then after rearranging we may derive the fol-
l<lwing expression relating å to the condensation frlm
thickness and time:

,: i!?*?0, (rz)
)2,b+tþ
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(e)

(10)

(3)

If equation 2 is subtracted from equation I and using
equation 3 then we have the simplified form of equation
I where the grouped parameters are as defined below
(equations lf l5):

dbAT,+BT.:î+C @)
CIt

Also the mass flow into and out of the condensation film
glves:

o' 
= 

o, 
- ,o*- ot 

= 
o": o (5)

Ri dt Ro

where the parameter ø is to allow for the \¡¡ater absorp-
tion porosity of the material at the position where the
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Figure 1 Condensation layer

t:L,
o

dm G(A+B)-C(E+1,
d¿ +.B+E+F

Integrating this expresssion gives:

':(l-Y) '","(lë) .i (,8)

Again to simplify the appearance of the expressions we
define the following grouped constants for the interface:

(E+A\(F+B\
f:S' ==": (19)EB-AF

, _ r(Gn - Pc)(P + ¿) _(P,- þ) E _ r,A\ .,o)
\ EB-AF d. ' /

- (A+B+E+Ð
v:--------==--.;=-\2L)EB_AF

, G(A+B)-C(E+Ð
v:- \-L), EB_AF

From this we see that the condensation rate and liquid
film growth rate are given by the difference between a

linear and a logarithmic form, exhibiting the character-
istics of a decreasing condensation effect, if condensation
conditions persist for long enough, that is if þ12æ b.
Also from equation l8 it may be seen that the film has a
limiting thickness which it will take an inflnite time to
attain. Although in many cases this will be of no practical
signiûcance it occurs when:

b: -y e3)

This requirement can only be valid when X is less than
zero. If ùblrll < I which is the case when condensation
begins and å is very small then we may further simplify
the expression, by expanding the logarithmic term to the
form:

'","(lë)"i e4)

and obtain the following expression for the film thickness
at any time ¡:

Problem materials in interstitial condensation

The expression 26 for the initial condensation rate thus
has a particularly simple form for any interface.

These relations are different in form and value from
those derived by the conventional procedure. Examining
these relations we may derive the conditions to be satis-
fied for condensation to be possible. Since we require the
expression for å to satisfy ö > 0, then as the denominator
in equation 24 wíll always be positive, the requirement
becomes that the numerator should also be positive,
which is only possible if:

G(A+B)>C(F+Ð (27)

Expansion of inequality 27 gives:

(Pi - p)R. + (P" - p)Ri _ -Tirot Tor.

Ri + R" 
r/--' t o -ffi (28)

which is equivalent to requiring the temperature at the
condensation interface to be at or below the dew-point
temperature as in the conventional procedure. It may be
seen that the same equations and the given solutions may
also be applied to the drying-out case, that is when å is
decreasing in magnitude and the rate of growth of ó is
negative. In that case the condensation rate becomes the
drying-out rate.

The procedure in evaluating a structure according to this
model is firstly to compute the individual elements'
thermal and vapour resistances and then to sum them for
each interface and apply the criterion 28. Any interface
satisfying criterion 28 can then be examined further as a

potential condensation interface with the rate computed
initially from equation 26, or if conditions are to persist
for long periods of time equation 18. The latter equation
would have to be solved numerically to find an explicit
value for å for substitution into the following relation
combining equations 3 and l7 to give for the rate at
time r:

dm Eb+{/
-:oo-----.---._d¿ fb+ó (2e)

More simply the time to reach any particular water film
thickness, say 1, 2, 3mm etc. may be computed directly
from equation 25 or for longer times equation 18, and
then the condensation rate may be computed directly
from equation 26 or 29 depending on the timescale, or
the following alternate form of equation 26 derived from
equations 3 and 25 may be used:

dm ,l/
. :oo= (30)
drO

It may be noted that when the interface is at the dew
point then the initial rate will be zero, as with the predic-
tions of the conventional calculation. Examination of
equation 29 and the definitions of the grouped material
constarits 2rf , Ó and ry' in terms of A, B, C, E, F, G and
the external and internal conditions shows that there is a
symmetry between the thermal properties (scaled by the
latent heat of vaporisation Z) and vapour transport
properties (scaled by 1/ø defined in equation 7) for a

structure determining the possible condensation rate. It
may be verified that for a great many building materials
the values of the constants l, I and E, F are of compar-
able magnitude. This theory is demonstrated in some
cases as follows.

Ìnternoi
Pressure

?
Tem pe roiu re

ï,

Thus from equations 3 and 25 the condensation rate
becomes:

(25)
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Table I Parameters for Example I Table 2 Parameters for Example 2

Material Thermal Thickness
conductivity (m)
(Vm-r ¡ç-t;

Diffusion
resistance
factor ¡r

'Water

absorption
poros¡ty

Material Diffusion
reslstance
factor p

'lù(/ate¡

absorption
poroslty

Thermal Thickness
conductivity (m)
(Vm-r ¡-t¡

nono

I (Inside)
)
)
4 (Outside)

0.16
0.18
0.026
t.2

0.012
0.105
0.05
0.ot2

0.4
0.3
0.9
0.2

0.16
0. 15

0.13

0.012
0.15
0.1

l0 0.4
I 0.3

l0 0.2

l0
20

2000
100

I (Inside)
2

3 (Outside)

Environmental
conditions

Locarion

Internal External
Environmental
conditions

Location

Internal Extemal

Temperature ("C)
Relative humidity (%)

)

3 Exarnple 1: Low-perrneability calculation

Consider the assembly of materials described by the
parameters given in Table l. The values are those com-
monly found in building marerials and plastic foamed
and fibrous insulations. The water absorption porosiry is
identified \¡¡ith the simple pore voh¡me rario of rhe
material, although for strongly hydrophobic or hydro-
philic materials this assr¡mption may be setiously wrong.
We see that condensation is possible at the interface
between matetials 3 and 4. Further the initial rate is cal-
culated as 0.3185 x l0-7kg*-'s-l and this rate will
remain steady for a considerable period of time, as
2b < rlt and fó ( ó for the range of possible values of å.
In these circumstances this structure is thus relatively
safe for short-term exposure but decidedly not suitable
for long-term exposure to the postulated conditions, for
during a winter period of these conditions around 300 g
of water would collect in each square metre and the satu-
rated film would grow to a thickness of several mm. The
algorithms could easily be computerised.
The same problem can be examined using the standard
BS 5250 procedure. The result (0.718 x 10-ekg*-'
s-r) is markedly different and rhe conclusions on the
suitability of the assembly for the postulated conditions
are consequently different. The British Standard(6) pro-
cedure gives a rate an order of magnitude less than the
procedure defined here. This result is not by any means
general; in many cases the two procedures will give very
similar results. In general where the rate is determined
principally by mass diffusion processes the procedures
will give similar results. 'Where, as here, heat and mass
transfer are both important the results will often be very
different.

4 Example 2: High-permeability calculation

As a further example consider now the assembly
described by Table 2. Condensation is possible ar the
interface between materials 2 and 3. The rate is
0.3160 x 10-skgm-23-t which is several orders of
magnitude higher than thar for the previous example.
During a winter season enough water may collect to
cause significant damage. In this case the British Stan-
dard procedure, although giving a rate around a quarter
that computed by the current model, produces a closer
result than in the previous example. The difference
between the results of the methods may be eliminated or
even reversed by examining different forms of construc-
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tion. 'Dry-out' rates will also show similar differences to
those demonstrated by these two examples.

5 Conclusion

A model incorporating heat diffusion effects and water
accumulation effects can lead to condensation and
drying-out rates considerably at variance with the con-
ventional estimation procedure. The use of the equations
derived in this Note may throw more light on some con-
densation situations in building details where the con-
ventional procedure leads to misleading conclusions,
particularly where materials of low porosity or hydro-
phobic properties are involved(6). Where condensation
conditions are just beginning then the rate computed
from this model may be substantially different from that
computed by the conventional procedure. This method
of calculation would inevitably require more informarion
on the water absorption properties of building marerials,
as this factor can affect the results obtained by this
method. Flowever, these properties are not curlently
included in the present coÍunonly employed procedures.
Information on the thermal conductivity of saturated
materials is also needed.
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Corrigendo ond errol.t

Roo¡n heat needs in relation to cornfort
temperature: Exarnple using the rad-air rnodel(r)

In the above Technical Note by M G ì)avies the expres-
sion for Q, in section 3.1 (pl l0) should read:
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Ther¡nal stratification in intermittently heated
heavyweight buildings (Churches)(3)

Figures lO(a) and ll(a) have inadvertently been üans-
posed. On p125, column 1, line 12, the reference to
Table 7 should be to Table ll. On p128, column 2, line
2, the reference to Table 9 should be to Table 13. The
caption to Table a gI22) should include the period. of
analysis: l0 November 1989 to 13 May 1990. On p123,
column 2, line 2, 'units' should read .inputs'. In the
caption to Figure 5 (p125) the word ,difference' should
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Q,:
56.56(T"-T")| + 0.034p

and that for T"" - T,. should read:

T _ 1- _O.20 - 0.47ør"" - r* : I + 0r.0r3i¿; 
(T. - T")
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